COPYRIGHT, TRADEMARK DISCLOSER & LEGAL DISCLAIMER

By accessing the information on our website, you are agreeing to the following terms and conditions.

COPYRIGHT NOTICE
This website and all content connected with it © 1997-2019 Paramount Industries / HazLoc Industries, LLC. All rights are reserved, and all information is subject to change without notice. Any commercial re-use, distribution or modification without prior written permission from Paramount Industries / HazLoc Industries, LLC is strictly prohibited.

TRADEMARKS & LOGOS
The “Paramount Industries” logo and P-mark are trademarks of Paramount Industries / HazLoc Industries, LLC. Starduster, Craft Lite, Aerolux, Paramyd, Techniseal, Guardcraft, Vandalume, MiniLux and StarFrost Acrylic are registered trademarks of Paramount Industries / HazLoc Industries, LLC. All logos remain the property of their corporate owners and are for illustrative purposes only. No corporate endorsement by Paramount Industries / HazLoc Industries, LLC have been given, nor is one implied. Dampa, Gordon and any other brand or company names are trademarks of their respective owners. Adobe, the Adobe logo, Acrobat and Flash are either registered trademarks or trademarks of Adobe Systems Incorporated in the United States and/or other countries. Real Media is a trademark of Realnetworks. Windows is a registered trademark of Microsoft Corporation.

LIMITATION OF WARRANTY AND DAMAGES
The information herein is provided without warranty of any kind, either expressed or implied, including all warranties on merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose, title or non-infringement of third-party rights, nor the accuracy or completeness or timeliness of any information herein. The material could contain inaccuracies or be outdated. In no event will Paramount Industries / HazLoc Industries, LLC be liable to any person for any damage of any kind for use of or reliance upon these materials, including any omissions in any materials. Information is subject to change without notice.

REGISTRATION AND PRIVACY POLICY
Paramount Industries / HazLoc Industries, LLC collects registration information from users of our printed materials and website visitors. We consider it vital to our future communications to notify users of additions, updates or corrections to the information contained in these materials.
Paramount Industries / HazLoc Industries, LLC only collects information on a voluntary basis. Unless specifically stated, we do not require this information to obtain access to any part of the website. The information we collect is used only for the specific purpose for which it is submitted. Paramount Industries / HazLoc Industries, LLC does not sell, rent or transmit personal information to other organizations.